
ECON 3240                       Quiz #6 Poverty, Inequality & Mobility Spring 2015    Name:__answers______ 
 
Note some of the answers spell answers to other questions.  LATA means “list all that apply” use B/D for example for _ & _ where the 
order does not matter, often order does matter so be careful… Quiz 6 review, practice names: Paul Collier; Kiara Molina; Jeffrey Sachs; 
Amartya Sen; Dambasi Moyo; Nailla Kabeer; Forces of Nature dance Company; Marilyn Mosby; Geoffery Canada  Min Lu; Roland 
Fryer, David Olds,  Kathy Morgan; Eugene Lang; Ronald Mincy, Hans Rosling; Jason Furman; Paul Ryan; Rand Paul;  
 
_A_ B_  1. Spontaneously, during a speech at his old Harlem High school this wealthy Alumni promised to send any 6th 
grader that completed high school without getting arrested or pregnant to college, all expenses paid.  She, on the other hand, 
gets every senior in her Bronx Catholic High school a scholarship to a respectable Northeastern college. (a) Kathy Morgan 
(b) Eugene Lang (c) William Julius Wilson (d)  Steve Holden (Koch Industries)  e) Hans Rosling  f) Neeran Tanden  g) 
Thomas Picketty   h) David Olds  i) Marilyn Mosby j) Ronald Mincy h) David Brooks k) Roland Fryer m)  Paul Jargowski   
 
_A I D_ 2. A native of the Bronx this Harvard Graduate set out to transform education in Harlem by, among other things 
paying HS students to get good grades___ One of his students __ really enjoys her “forces of nature” (force majeure?) dance 
club and the excellent health clinic at her school. ___ Now a Harvard economist just won the John Bates Clark award and 
exploited the lottery system need to get into this same school to test its impacts on standardized tests.  a) Geoffery Canada  b) 
David Ellwood  c) Paul Jargowski  d) Roland Fryer  e) Jason Furman  f) Alan Krueger  g) Senator Paul Ryan h) David Card 
i) Kiara Molina j) Edward Gresser  k) Rand Paul  m) Cory Booker 
 
_E/G_ D/F__K /M_ 3. (#2 choices)  Strange bed fellows  __ and  __ argue Walmart plus the EITC is good for the poor, 
while ___ and ___ have united their think tanks to argue for reduced sentencing of nonviolent offenders, even as Senators __  
and __ propose legislation to reduce incarceration time of disproportionately black and Hispanic nonviolent prisoners.   
 
T/F _I_ 3 3 T/F (circle one) 4.  The problem of Sandtown Maryland illustrate the interaction between structure and culture: 
race and drugs are a problem because though African Americans are arrested more frequently, the Freddie Gray’s of 
Baltimore also commit more crimes than their white peers (T/F).  Race is also less of an issue in Sandtown as State’s 
Attorney __ (#1 choices) moved immediately to charge __# white and __# African American officers with crime (unlike in 
Staten Island or Ferguson).  Race is an issue because in all three cases the African American victims had guns (T/F) 
 
_C_H_HCZ 5. (#1 choices_) Strange bedfellows Both __ and ___ agree race is not the main problem in Sandtown, and both 
agree New York’s ___  program is perfect for what ails Baltimore, promised by President Obaman (in his first term) but 
never delivered (except in New York).  This program is very expensive, but we know it works thanks to the research of ___.  
 
_E/H 6. (#1 choices) These medical doctors found ways to help poor mothers have children safely and hold fragile families 
together, one social programs implemented in upstate first in New York and the other in BGD & Mozambique.  
 
_E/G/J_   _D/E_7.  (#1 choices) Strange bedfellows___ and ___ argue low wages save the poor money (reduce the cost of 
clothes and shoes) one is concerned about reducing the EITC (or raising the minimum wage) while the other argues ___ and 
___ pay the most for U.S. taxes (tariffs) on inexpensive shoes and clothing  (a) Single parent families with more than two 
children (b) wealthy two parent families that buy expensive Air Jordans. (c) two parent families with children (d) recent 
welfare leavers  (e) garment workers in BDG and shoe workers in Vietnam.   
 
 _C_M/K_  8. (#1 choices) Famous for legitimizing the “underclass” this Harvard Sociologist was convinced by ___ research 
on the revival of American cities during the Clinton/dot-com boom and by __ and __ success in improving NYC test scores 
that it is social structure (not culture or race) that explains high poverty rates.   
 
 D A  B  A/B /D  AGOA 9. .  Zambian economist __ (student of __) says foreign aid does more harm than good, while __ 
and __ argue aid is critical for Africa, especially aid for containing contagious diseases such as HIV-Aids and Ebola while __ 
feels foreign aid needs to be combined with Charters and Foreign troops (to prevent failed states).  South Asian economists 
__ and ___ feel trade is an important complement (not a substitute for foreign aid) while __, __ and __ argue Africa needs 
access to global markets afforded by the U.S. free trade agreement ____ or EU’s EBA.  A) Paul Collier B) Jeffrey Sachs C) 
Amartya Sen  D) Dambasi Moyo E) Nailla Kabeer; 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VX2VYGLKI9w
http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/who-is-baltimore-states-attorney-marilyn-j-mosby/2015/05/01/12be80e2-f013-11e4-8abc-d6aa3bad79dd_story.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Di0-xN6xc_w
tp://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21650164-hotshot-economist-lessons-baltimore-and-other-trouble-spots-hood
tp://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21650164-hotshot-economist-lessons-baltimore-and-other-trouble-spots-hood
http://www.dlc.org/ndol_ci55d1.html?kaid=108&subid=900010&contentid=250828
http://www.dlc.org/ndol_ci55d1.html?kaid=108&subid=900010&contentid=250828
http://www.dlc.org/ndol_ci55d1.html?kaid=108&subid=900010&contentid=250828


 
EC answer one question here you have time: good final review questions as well. 

 
Q6- EC-1 Urban Poverty and racial discrimination:  a) Is the problem of Sandtown “more than race” to use Wilson’s 
culture vs. social structure comparisons.  That is what Sandtown problems are uniquely racial, and which problems affect all 
ethnic groups in Sandtown (as in growing apart).  Are drugs and crimes, for example, a problem of race? (see the long 
shadow)   B) To what are urban confrontations with Police in Ferguson and Staten Island (and Milwaukee) more problems of 
race that Baltimore’s conflict? C) How reporting on Sandtown reflect what Wilson and others laissez faire racism?   How did 
(ironically racial desegregation make Sandtown’s problems worse?  (see the segregation map of Baltimore in the WSJ)   
 
Q6-EC-2 Race and Inner city poverty: The recent social unrest in Baltimore recalls the urban riots of the late 1960s. a) If we 
think the problems of Sandtown are mainly structural, not racial, what would be best solution?  Discuss the various elements: 
crimes, single parents, employment and education.  Why do the riots make recovery and prosperity of Sandtown more 
difficult.  What advantages does Sandtown have over other major cities in addressing social isolation and racism?  What is 
Baltimore’s big new industry (where there are currently labor shortages?).  Why are these jobs benefiting Sandtown residents 
right now?  Is it over for Sandtown HS dropouts  
 
Q6-EC-3 Aid in Africa and MENA A) List the alternatives to Foreign Aid Dambasi Moyo advocate for Africa, have these 
worked in the past 10 years?  How? Has aid worked?  Is Africa growing rapidly (or not).  Did debt relief and foreign aid play 
a role in this rapid growth?  How do you know? (hint: Ethiopia, Uganda, Kenya, Nigeria)  B) Make an argument that foreign 
for health programs (Ebola and HIV/Aids) and/or military intervention/assistance that uses the arguments of Sachs and 
Collier to stress the self-interest of donors in larger foreign aid/military assistance programs. Even Nigeria needs foreign aid, 
especially now, post-election, explain.   C) How does migration from Libya and Syria by residents of SSA illustrate the cost 
of failed states?  How can the UN and NATO (for example) contribute to “better neighborhoods” in Africa and MENA?  
Draw parallels between the Collier’s and Wilson’s argument about bad neighborhoods that lead to social and economic 
isolation (failed states, political instability, violence, etc.) 
 
  

http://graphics.wsj.com/baltimore-demographics/

